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Just a quick earnings update on Cavitation.
The company reported nominal revenues for the quarter largely as a result of timing around its Desmet license.
Recall, the Company has a license with Desmet Ballestra whereby Desmet pays a minimum license fee of
$600,000 per year, which is then offset by unit sales to/by Desmet. Our assumption is that (in step with prior
history) Desmet will see a few more units each year than the license minimum, and we use a straight-line approach
(we estimate the Desmet sales in the context of the minimum licenses and we apply that equally to each quarter)
to reflect that. However, the actual revenue recognition is associated with actual Desmet deliveries. Our sense is
that what they don’t recognize in one quarter, they will likely recognize in the next (or the prior). To translate, the
revenue miss is not particularly germane to our view of the opportunity.
In our view, what was germane in the quarter, was the filing’s narrative regarding “Enviro Watertek, LLC”.
To edify, here is narrative regarding this relationship:
“In April 2019, we entered into a licensing and service contract agreement with Enviro Watertek, LLC
(“EW”). This agreement covers our industrial treatment of produced and frack water. Our agreement
with EW provides for sales of Nano Reactors® plus recurring revenue stream based on processing frack
water volumes and utilization over a 15 year term but can be terminated by either party every
anniversary”.
For some additional information on Enviro Watertek, LLC see their website: https://www.envirowatertek.com/
In the initiating coverage we discussed what we thought were some of Cavitation’s emerging opportunities in the
water treatment space, most notably frac and produced water. This agreement represents the initial
commercialization of this opportunity. Granted, they generated a relatively modest $25,000 for the quarter in this
segment. However, we believe Enviro Watertek has spent considerable resources since mid-last 2019 until now,
developing the infrastructure to scale the treatment of produced water in the Permian Basin. As the following
bullet points from https://www.circleofblue.org/2019/world/permian-oil-boom-uncorks-multibillion-dollar-water-play/ note, the Permian
Basin has a water problem:
•
•
•

Producing oil produces even more water: two to five barrels of water for every barrel of fracked oil
Produced water, as the industry calls it, is a noxious mix, a hypersaline brine that includes chemicals
used during fracking and trace minerals and radioactive elements that are naturally present at depth
IHS Markit, a research and consulting firm, reckons that the overall market for water in the Permian
totaled $12.2 billion in 2018. That includes sourcing water for fracking, transporting, storing, treatment,
and disposal of produced water

Groundwater and surface water are under immense pressure in arid western Texas.
The Permian basin, a chunk of western Texas and southeastern New Mexico that is larger than most eastern U.S.
states, is the hottest thing in oil these days. Production there, spurred by growth in fracked oil from stacks of shale
formations thousands of feet below ground, has helped drive America’s oil output to its highest level ever, nearly
12 million barrels per day.
According to a recent article from Natural Gas Intel:
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/articles/119110-permian-alone-holds-12b-produced-water-market-potential-says-raymond-james

As U.S. oil production continues to grow, so will produced water, offering substantial market opportunities as
operators look for ways to reuse or dispose of the dirty water, according to Raymond James & Associates Inc.
Overall, the produced water market in the United States may reach 54 million barrels/day by 2025, analysts said.
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Disposal and treatment costs for water typically run around $1.00/barrel, which means there is a $12 billion
market in the Permian Basin alone, the biggest market with more than 60% of the country’s produced water.
“U.S. oilfield water production today is already a whopping 50 million barrels/day,” analysts led by J. Marshall
Adkins said in a note Monday. “Given that the U.S. only produces about 15 million bbl of petroleum liquids each
day, you can see that oilfield water production outpaces oil production by more than 4-to-1 on a national basis.
For scale, this amount of water could cover over 8,000 football fields with a foot of water, each and every day.
“We estimate just under one-half of this water comes from today's horizontal basins, despite making up close to
80% of onshore crude production...We expect a rising tide of water companies come to markets that allow for
public investment in water disposal, with similar economics to traditional midstream,” Adkins and his colleagues
said, echoing recent analyses by other firms….“We project total U.S. water production reaches 55 million
barrels/d by 2025, and 60 million barrels/d by 2030.” The Permian alone is forecast to account for the bulk of
the produced water, at 32 million barrels/day in 2025 and 38 million by 2030.
New wells in the Permian Delaware are coming online with water-to-oil ratios as high as 10-to-1, a level typically
exhibited in old, conventional wells, analysts noted. Across the Permian, water-to-oil ratios of 4-1 or 6-1 are
considered “normal.”
If we take the two sets of narrative above, we think it’s reasonable to glean that the Permian is likely producing
20 million to 25 million barrels of produced water per day (perhaps more by some measures). Further, at the
$1.00 per gallon disposal and treatment metric noted above, if our math is correct that translates to an annual
number of around $8 billion (22.5 million * 365). One does not need to dig too hard to ascertain that the treatment
of produced water in the Permian is becoming increasingly topical. From that perspective, Enviro Watertek and
Cavitation may in fact be in the “right place at the right time”.
Doing some simple math, CVAT’s portion of Permian produced water treated by Enviro Watertek is as we
understand it a usage fee. That is, they get paid based on each barrel of produced water that Enviro Watertek
treats. We don’t know what that number is, although we feel comfortable that it is more than 1 cent per barrel but
probably not more than 5 cents per barrel.
That said, we have provided a series of matrices below to help illustrate what the considerable and likely growing
opportunity for produced water treatment in the Permian Basin is for Enviro Watertek and by extension Cavitation.
We have provided some color for each.
The Company has not provided a great deal of specific information about the Enviro Watertek venture and we
think that is related to EW’s desire to initially keep some of their activity quiet for competitive reasons. However,
there are a few things that we believe we can piece together. First, we know EW has commenced treating produced
water because Cavitation has recognized associated revenues from those efforts. We expect them to accelerate
those endeavors. Second, we believe EW is close to rolling out a portable treatment unit that can be moved around
as needed. Obviously, that would have major advantages over a stationary unit. As we understand it, those portable
units will be able to process about 400,000 to 500,000 barrels of produced water per month. Here are some of the
tables/models we have developed to help frame the opportunity.
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As we suggested above, we are assuming the Permian likely creates around 20 million barrels of produced water
per day, although we also think that number could be higher. The table above provides a handful of Permian
produced water barrels per day assumptions ranging from 15 million to 25 million. We have then provided
assumptions about EW’s share of that market. We have highlighted some of these outcomes/iterations, which we
will carry through the other matrices and tie together at the end of the illustrations.

The table above provides the resulting production that EW could generate with various numbers of the new
portable reactors/treatment facilities and at varying levels of monthly production per facility. The highlighted
areas in this matrix delineate the number of units and per unit production levels that would correspond to the
highlighted production levels in the first table. In other words, the Company would need approximately 27 units
to treat 2% of a Permian market producing 21 million barrels per day.
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The tables above illustrate Cavitation’s daily revenues at royalties ranging from 1cent per barrel (the 1st table) to
5 cents per barrel (the 5th table). Again, we have highlighted the cells that correspond to the 2% and 3% assumed
EW market share based on 19 million and 21 million Permian produced water barrels per day.

The table above extrapolates CVAT’s annual revenues associated with a 4 cent per barrel royalty in conjunction
with the same 2% and 3% market shares we noted in the prior tables.

The tables above reflect the approximate earnings per share associated with the annual revenues derived from
the prior table, as well as an assumed stock price for CVAT at both 10X and 20X P/E multiples of the eps table.
We submit, we are speculating here that EW can scale their produced water business in the Permian, and that they
can in turn capture (albeit small fractions) of that market. In these examples, 2% to 3% of the market, which while
fractionally small is significant. That said, our point here is that we are becoming increasingly more comfortable
with the idea that this new portion of the business could drive substantially higher valuations for the Company.
Moreover, we believe that by the time we get to the end of calendar 2020 (and even throughout) the visibility to
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defend that view will be markedly improved. Put another way, we don’t think the street is recognizing the value
of this new portion of the business despite the emergence of revenues that at least suggest the initial
commencement of that business.
In addition to the produced water opportunity, we think the Company is currently looking at other water treatment
verticals where they may be able to deploy their technology (municipal water for instance). Further, we think the
Company is also making progress in multiple food processing applications of their technology. In short, while
we have not modeled as much, we continue to believe it is likely that they will ultimately monetize their
technology in food processing applications beyond the current Desmet arrangement. Moreover, as we covered in
the initiating research, they continue to assist Alchemy Beverage in the development and commercialization of
Barmuze, which we have also not modeled into our assumptions.
To summarize, in our opinion, there is far more in motion here than the current $4 million market cap suggests.
Frankly, we think it is considerably more. We also think the balance of 2020 will provide visibility and data points
that will support that assessment.
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Projected Operating Model
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General Disclaimer:
Trickle Research LLC produces and publishes independent research, due diligence and analysis for the benefit of it investor base.
Our publications are for information purposes only. Readers should review all available information on any company mentioned in
our reports or updates, including, but not limited to, the company’s annual report, quarterly report, press releases, as well as other
regulatory filings. Trickle Research is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment advisor either with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. Readers should consult with their own
independent tax, business and financial advisors with respect to any reported company. Trickle Research and/or its officers, investors
and employees, and/or members of their families may have long/short positions in the securities mentioned in our research and
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Trickle Research. They are under no obligation to do so.
Cavitation Technologies, Inc. has paid fees to present at investor conferences co-sponsored by Trickle Research.
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Research is prohibited.
All rights reserved.
Portions of this publication excerpted from company filings or other sources are noted in italics and referenced throughout the report.
Rating System Overview:
There are no letters in the rating system (Buy, Sell Hold), only numbers. The numbers range from 1 to 10, with 1 representing 1
“investment unit” (for my performance purposes, 1 "investment unit" equals $250) and 10 representing 10 investment units or $2,500.
Obviously, a rating of 10 would suggest that I favor the stock (at respective/current levels) more than a stock with a rating of 1. As
a guideline, here is a suggestion on how to use the allocation system.
Our belief at Trickle is that the best way to participate in the micro-cap/small cap space is by employing a diversified strategy. In
simple terms, that means you are generally best off owning a number of issues rather than just two or three. To that point, our goal
is to have at least 20 companies under coverage at any point in time, so let’s use that as a guideline. Hypothetically, if you think you
would like to commit $25,000 to buying micro-cap stocks, that would assume an investment of $1000 per stock (using the
diversification approach we just mentioned, and the 20-stock coverage list we suggested and leaving some room to add to positions
around allocation upgrades. We generally start initial coverage stocks with an allocation of 4. Thus, at $1000 invested per stock and
a typical starting allocation of 4, your “investment unit” would be the same $250 we used in the example above. Thus, if we initiate
a stock at a 4, you might consider putting $1000 into the position ($250 * 4). If we later raise the allocation to 6, you might consider
adding two additional units or $500 to the position. If we then reduce the allocation from 6 to 4 you might consider selling whatever
number of shares you purchased with 2 of the original 4 investment units. Again, this is just a suggestion as to how you might be
able to use the allocation system to manage your portfolio.
For those attached to more traditional rating systems (Buy, Sell, Hold) we would submit the following guidelines.
A Trickle rating of 1 thru 3 would best correspond to a "Speculative Buy" although we would caution that a rating in that
range should not assume that the stock is necessarily riskier than a stock with a higher rating. It may carry a lower rating
because the stock is trading closer to a price target we are unwilling to raise at that point. This by the way applies to all of
our ratings.
A Trickle rating of 4 thru 6 might best (although not perfectly) correspond to a standard "Buy" rating.
A Trickle rating of 7 thru 10 would best correspond to a “Strong Buy" however, ratings at the higher end of that range would
indicate something that we deem as quite extraordinary..... an "Extreme Buy" if you will. You will not see a lot of these.
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